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NRCS Resource Concerns Pertaining to Prescribed Fire

 Degraded plant condition
 Undesirable plant productivity and health

 Inadequate structure and composition

 Wildfire hazard, excessive biomass accumulation

 Inadequate habitat for fish and wildlife (food, water, cover/shelter, continuity)



338 NRCS National Standard
Definition:
Controlled (prescribed) fire applied to a predetermined area.

Purpose:
Highly variable, mostly to control or manipulate vegetation for fuels 
management or to reduce undesirable species and promote desired 
species.

Policy:
NWCG RxB2 (National Wildfire Coordinating Group Type 2 Burn Boss), or 
CalFIRE must write the burn plan and must be lead resource during 
implementation of a prescribed burn.



338 NRCS National Standard
“A written burn plan will be prepared by State of California or Federally 
“qualified” individuals using National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) 
guidelines. Burn plan specifications will be prepared by these certified 
individuals and prepared for each site and recorded using approved 
specification sheets, job sheets, technical notes, and narrative statements 
in the conservation plan, or other acceptable documentation. All 
necessary permits must be obtained and a burn plan developed before 
implementation of the practice.”

Technical design for prescribed fire will need to come from outside NRCS.



338 NRCS Policy
Job Approval Authority (JAA) - CA

In order for an NRCS CA employee to include 338 in a Conservation Plan leading to a 
contract the NRCS employee must:
• Have completed a minimum of 16 hours of rx fire training (topics are identified in policy)
• Complete the NRCS CA - specific required training 
• Obtain any required State certifications (There aren’t any)
• Refresher training every 5 years to maintain JAA

JAA for 338 in CA can only be assigned to an employee by the State Forester.



Practices Applicable to Prescribed Burning
112 – prescribed burn plan
394 – fire break
338 – prescribed burning

660 – tree pruning
666 – forest stand improvement
314 – brush management
384 – slash disposal
383 – fuel break



2018 Cost – Written Rx Burn Plan 112

For a 21 acre proposed burn, NRCS contractual compensation for a written 
burn plan (by RXB2) is $446.47 regular; $535.77 historically underserved



2018 Cost – Fireline Construction 394

For 4000 feet of medium sized tractor constructed line around a 21 acre 
proposed burn on “steep slopes”, NRCS contractual compensation is $5400 
regular; $7480 historically underserved



2018 Cost – Rx Burning 338

For a 21 acre proposed burn in coastal grassland (ungrazed), NRCS 
contractual compensation (bossed by an RXB2) is $983.01 regular; $1361.01 
historically underserved
Under canopies >10% it about doubles.



NRCS CA Rx Fire Program Development
 Two to three new cost scenarios are being developed 

1. Oak woodlands/grass

2. Timber litter light

3. Timber litter moderate

 NRCS state forester is working with CalFIRE in Sacramento to better align 
CalFIRE Vegetation Management Program  and other CalFIRE operations 
with NRCS programs

 One Technical Service Provider (TSP) for rx fire has been registered with 
NRCS CA to provided contracted planning and implementation services 
to NRCS clients



Prescribed Fire
It Takes a 
Community
A SHORT REVIEW OF NRCS SUPPORT OF RX FIRE IN NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA



All Hands on Deck
Rx fire requires an incredible amount of coordination to:
• Adequately plan
• Cover liability
• Obtain permits/be compliant
• Organize and direct resources
• Adequately fund (NRCS can help here)

Answer – Build a community! 
Share resources and organizational responsibilities.



Consultant Shortage
• Most qualified burn bosses are owned by the Federal government (as 

staff/employees)
• The National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) sets Federal standards; NRCS 

borrows that authority rather than creating it’s own system (There are efforts to 
make changes, but we’re not there yet)

• NWCG qualified resources are in very short supply in the private sector, 
especially in the Western US – there is no market… yet

• Hence, private burn bosses are not cheap, and private engine resources are 
also not cheap
 In steps NRCS with $$... 

SIDEBAR: Some tribes have NWCG qualified burn bosses on staff, and some also 
have fire engines and departments – these could be shared and leveraged across 
multiple parties/tribes to meet NRCS policy demands, instead of private hire



PRESCRIBED BURN ASSOCIATIONS
A community of people with a common goal to implement prescribed 
fire who share their resources and energy to accomplish burning.

PBAs can be:
• Non-profits, or not
• Require membership or not
• Enforce fees or not
• Made up of all private farmers/landowners, or not

Central themes of PBAs:
• Shared goal to implement Rx fire
• Resources and planning/coordinating efforts are shared and 

supported by the group
• Efforts are guided by the principle of empowerment – aims to place 

the ability to successfully implement burning into the hands of those 
who make up the PBA (not beholden to outside agencies or forces)

PBAs are common in Plains States on private
ranch lands where thousands of acres are
burned annually. Burning is mostly
performed by private citizens.



PRESCRIBED BURN ASSOCIATIONS?
PROS
• Encourages wide membership
• Leverages and consolidates 

resources, lowering cost
• Expands regional capacity
• Establishes credibility
• Limits bureaucratic tangle of tape
• Consolidates responsibilities 

(obtaining permits, organizing 
resources, etc.)

• Easily mobilizes and reacts quickly 
(to weather, burn windows, etc.)

• All inclusive – anyone can 
participate

CONS
• If RxB2 burn boss is not available, 

does not conform to NRCS policy
• Does not provide planning at NRCS 

required level of job authority unless 
RxB2 is hired or used for technical 
design

• Often requires volunteered time 
and equipment



TRAINING EXCHANGES (TREX MODEL)
A collaborative effort to host a prescribed fire event with the intent 
to exchange resources and provide training within a specific 
timeframe.

TREXs usually:
• Occur within a pre-defined timeframe
• Are organized and sponsored by an entity or several entities
• Require pre-requisite minimum qualifications
• Require specific safety gear and types of equipment

Central themes of TREXs:
• Shared goal to implement Rx fire
• Resources and planning/coordinating efforts are highly 

controlled
• Efforts are guided by the principle of training and sharing 

knowledge

In some regions TREXs are an annual event,
accomplishing many acres of burning and
providing much needed prescribed fire
training and experience (for both private
and agency participants)



TREX MODEL?
PROS
• Encourages wide participation
• Leverages and consolidates 

resources, lowering cost
• Expands regional capacity
• Establishes credibility
• Usually covers liability well
• Consolidates responsibilities 

(obtaining permits, organizing 
resources, etc.)

• Heavily structured (could be a con, 
depending)

CONS
• Finite timeframe
• Does not mobilize as needed
• Requires large organizational 

oversight
• Depending on fiscal sponsors, has 

potentially rigorous equipment and 
training requirements

• For NRCS – complicates NRCS 
financial assistance when other 
federal funds are attached to the 
event



How Does Rx Fire and NRCS Work in Humboldt?
Long history of Rx fire activism and organizing in Humboldt County

 Ranching community was actively burning until the 1960s
 Strong tribal cultural fire influence in communities
 HSU has the only active experimental fire laboratory in western US
 Public Understanding of Fire Dynamic
 Formation of the Northern California Prescribed Fire Council (2010)

 Began a unified conversation and cohesive cross-organizational effort 
for Rx fire

 Created a political chorus for Rx fire
 First Rx fire council in western US

 First establishment of a “fire advisor” within UCCE
 Humboldt County Prescribed Burn Association (2017)

 First of it’s kind in western US
 Private lands burning by landowners is restored…



How Does Rx Fire and NRCS Work in Humboldt?
HUMBOLDT COUNTY PRESCRIBED BURN ASSOCIATION

• Formed in 2017
• By fall of 2018, more than 500 acres burned entirely by volunteers
• Has consolidated resources that weren’t previously being used

• Volunteer fire departments
• Rancher-owned equipment
• Private citizen volunteers

• Grants have provided additional equipment and funding for planning
• Further strengthened relationship between private burners and CalFIRE

and other fire fighting agencies
• Qualified burn bosses or engine resources are hired if needed
• Provides fiscal sponsor (NRCS) with high level of confidence in 

successful implementation.



What’s the Take-Home?
Build a community.

Inter-Tribal Prescribed Burn Association?

Workshop or Net meeting with Existing Burn Association?

Tribes in CA share a lot of the same characteristics as private ranching communities:
• Firefighters and engines on some tribal department staff
• Shared interest in Rx fire
• Similar goals with Rx fire
• Similar regulatory environment



Thank You – Questions?


